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:: PREFACE
Validation of EQUAL products is a component of the “quality
approach” adopted by the Programme, and is a mandatory
requirement for the dissemination of practices and technical
resources designed and tested by the Development
Partnerships (DPs).
In view of importance that the EQUAL Initiative gave to product
dissemination, financing activities specifically devoted to
spreading and transferring outcomes (Action 3), there was
clearly a need for tangible products that were of recognised
quality. Designed to help address that need, the “Methodology
for the analysis of quality and validation of EQUAL Products”
was launched and put into operation in the Thematic Networks
(TNs). In just a few months, the Methodology has been found
to have huge potential.
Validation has been making an unquestionably valuable
contribution to identifying the sphere of the products
themselves, and to upgrading their content and value. The
reflection process within the TN, in which peers and outside
experts play an active part, has enabled authors to introduce
significant improvements to their products. There is even
consensus now on the benefits of there being a mid-term
validation exercise or “utilisation test”, which would give
authors/designers the benefit, at an earlier stage, of outside
feedback and the added value that could emerge for their
products. Validation should, therefore, be regarded as one
step in a continual improvement process.
The presentation and discussion of products at validation
sessions has also been instrumental in clarifying the strategy,
mechanisms and targets of dissemination.
The participation of final beneficiaries and entities interested
in acquiring products should be encouraged and valued by
authors because their input adds to the reflection, reinforces
empowerment, and helps to prepare a more effective
dissemination process, shedding more light on another
dimension of the product by bringing the users’ and client’s
point of view into the debate.
Validation’s impact does not stop here. This is evident from
the testimonies, included in this brochure, of three
authors/designers, three TN facilitators, and one outside
expert and active participant in several validation processes.
The appeal the validation process makes for cooperation
among EQUAL project operators, and between them and
other institutional players and outside experts, who are asked
to appraise evidence of quality criteria, should not be
undervalued. The discussion and ensuing exchange of views
increase the mutual trust and commitment among TN
participants and underpin the internal cohesion of the TNs’
themselves, which is vital for networking and (re)constructing
new partnerships and alliances. This involvement of operators
in the validation process gives concrete expression to their
co-responsibility in the EQUAL Programme’s quality processes
and goals, and reinforces the empowerment, responsibility-

-sharing, and participation requisites, so highly valued by the
Initiative.
Finally, there must be reference to validation as a learning
process that benefits not only the participants, but also the
organisations involved in the projects. Their experience is
likely to prompt them to review their internal organisation,
their human resources, skills, pedagogy, and ability to innovate
and to change.
TN members and validation process participants in particular
are often heard to say that they have learned a lot from the
experience. It is only natural that the process impacts on
the partner organisations, as it provides them with an
opportunity of coming into contact with new players and
products, new methodologies and types of intervention and,
above all, with new successful practices.
I am convinced that the new product validation requirement
has led to more thoroughness and higher quality standards
in the system, and that it will give rise to changes in the
values, attitudes and skills of the technicians and organisations
involved in projects.
This brochure brings together an integrated set of
components that complements the methodology for quality
analysis and validation of EQUAL products and facilitates
their acquisition and operationalisation. The various stages
in the product validation cycle and the skills profile for outside
validation specialists have been carefully described. The
reflections on validation experiences in Thematic Networks
will provide valuable support for future validation processes,
while the way in which participants’ behaviours impact on
the outcome of validation sessions is well illustrated by the
“window of perception metaphor”. The testimonies of the
TN animators and authors, who have experienced validation
sessions themselves, represent different viewpoints and
give us a diverse and, therefore, richer perspective of the
process. Finally, the Directory of (validated) Products has
been included, so it is clear where EQUAL’s products are,
and how they may be accessed.
I would like to acknowledge the efforts of all who contributed
to this new technical resource, which I believe will be of
interest and use to both Development Partnerships finalising
their projects, and those about to embark on new EQUAL
projects.

Programme Manager
Ana Vale
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Validation of your products promotes recognition
of their quality and value.
Product validation is an essential step on the road
to their dissemination and transfer process.
Validating your products endorses quality.

1.2.
:: Who should be involved in the
validation process

1::

This methodology will be useful to the organisations and
practioners involved in product construction, validation and
dissemination/ transfer preparations, and it is highly
recommended that it is used by the players involved in these
implementation stages, specifically:
:: All the members of the DP in which the products
(resources and practices) are produced or are in the
process of construction, ensuring the perspectives of
“authors” by undertaking a critical self-analysis of the
products’ development;

1::
METHODOLOGY FOR QUALITY ANALYSIS AND
VALIDATION OF PRODUCTS DEVELOPED BY EQUAL
DEVELOPMENT PARTNERSHIPS
::1.1. Objectives – rationale for validation
::1.2. Who should be involved in the validation process
::1.3. How to validate products
::1.4. Grid for Analysis of Quality in EQUAL Products

1.1.
:: Objectives – rationale for
validation
The EQUAL programme places great importance on times for
critical analysis, joint reflection and preparation of dissemination
and transfer of EQUAL products, i.e. technical and pedagogical
resources and practices, which are in the process of development
or have already been consolidated by the Development
Partnerships (DPs) and Thematic Networks (TNs).
“Products” are the visible outputs (technical and pedagogical
resources and practices) of EQUAL projects that add value
and function as means of support or as solutions for
Development Partnerships’ intermediate or final beneficiaries.
EQUAL Products must be described on the record cards
provided in publication no. 2 of the Saber Fazer (Know-How)
Series - “Technical & Pedagogical Resources and Successful
Practices”.
Where EQUAL is concerned, a quality “product” is one that
meets level 1 quality criteria (Innovation, Empowerment,
Suitability, Usability, Accessibility and Transferability) and
that has real dissemination potential.

Augusto Mendes

The times for reflection should, preferably, occur not just at
the final stage of a project, but also at various critical moments
during its construction, especially at the testing and validation
stages. These times set aside for analysis and reflection
provide an opportunity to perfect and consolidate products,
and improve and fine-tune them to make them valuable and
appropriable for other DPs and entities seeking new solutions
or wishing to enhance their own practices.
The quality analysis and validation methodology for EQUAL
products was designed for the dual purpose of:
:: Supporting reflection on products developed in the course
of EQUAL projects, particularly within and between the
DPs and TNs;
:: Providing a model for product validation – a compulsory
requirement for application to Action 3 – while not
excluding other validation methodologies, as long as they
incorporate the level 1 evaluation criteria mentioned
above.
The proposed methodology aims to ensure a plural analysis
of products, on the basis of independent and diverse
perspectives, and to encourage the observation of different
“moments” in products’ development, promote self-evaluation,
the use of inter-peer feedback and critical analysis by experts.
These are the main reasons why it is proposed that it should
be used on a regular basis, particularly when DPs are being
monitored and when their products are being discussed,
demonstrated and tested.

:: Thematic Network members and the partner-players
who are external to the DP or TN, and who have not
been directly or indirectly involved in the products’ design,
so as to ensure input from independent inter-peer
perspectives, and guarantee a technical and qualitative
validation of the products and their usefulness to potential
mediators/users;
:: The specialists involved in testing and validating products,
to input the views of external experts who are able
to compare new products with already available solutions
and products and take into account the needs and
priorities of contexts, the beneficiaries and future users
of the products.
It is highly recommended that the opportunities and conditions
for this kind of “plural analysis” of DP and TN products are
assured, and that the perspectives/viewpoints of the
internal/external beneficiaries of the products, specifically
entities interested in appropriating and incorporating
them, are also incorporated in the analysis and reflection.
As Empowerment is one of the EQUAL Programme’s strategic
principles, ensuring that product end-users have an input and
are involved in discussions is especially important, so they
can give their assessment of a product’s usefulness.
Furthermore, their involvement ensures that any
adjustments/improvements introduced will be in line with
their needs, and that strategies and activities enhance
dissemination and appropriation.

1.3.
:: How to validate products
Methodological recommendations
Following is the proposed work method for EQUAL product
validation sessions:
1.3.1. Presentation of products by the authors/designers.
It is recommended that the topics covered should include
those suggested in the Support Guide for Presentation &
Demonstration of EQUAL Products (see below), because
gaining an understanding of the processes and work methods
that gave rise to the products, the practices that emerged,
the difficulties encountered and the experience of designing
and developing products and services, can be just as important
– or even more so – as coming into contact with merely the
tangible products themselves.
It should be borne in mind that products being analysed and
validated may not be confined to a single resource (e.g. video,
CD-ROM, textbook, etc.), but should actually comprise “product
clusters” – diverse but complementary products assembled
in a logic of integrated solutions, subordinated to
strategies and objectives that have been well-defined by
the authors/designers, resulting in practices, methodologies,
strategies, work tools and resources. In the practical example
given on page 9, the products analysed are components of
a complete package that integrates – in addition to the
Teacher’s and Student’s textbooks and Business Plan – a
support guide for Trainee integration, CD-ROMs for skills
development in English, IT and marketing, training initiatives
for teachers, etc, which together make up a family of products
and services that support integration in employment and
entrepreneurship for young people attending technological
courses delivered in the secondary education system.

For the purpose of Action 3 applications, final
validation of EQUAL products is a mandatory
requirement for product “families”, as well as for
single products that are autonomous and
distinguished enough, and able to be disseminated
individually.

Support Guide for the Presentation & Demonstration
of EQUAL Products
Product Background
:: Identification and contextualisation of the products
(What they are called? Which EQUAL project? Entities
that make up the DP or TN from which they emerged?)
:: Identification of the package and the properties of the
Products?
:: Description of the entity (ies) and context(s) in which
the products were designed/developed?
:: Product “momentum”? What is their current stage
of development?

Product Description
:: Which problem(s) are the products intended to address?
:: What makes these Products really different from others
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of the product validation process, in order to facilitate and
enrich the contextualisation and depth of analysis by both the
authors/designers and the peers and specialists.

Product validation session
A practical case

designed for similar purposes?
:: The advantages (observed) for the beneficiaries?
:: Which processes, methodologies and tools are present

1.3.3. Scoring EQUAL products

in the products?
:: Products’ strong and weak points?
Description of the process

Using the Analysis Grid for Quality of EQUAL Products, detailed
below, each of the different “perspectives” must score products
and justify their scoring.

:: Work dynamics and methods used in the DP in developing
the products; difficulties and barriers encountered, and
ways found to overcome them?

1.3.4. Final validation of products

A DP devised, during Action 2, a methodology for
developing the entrepreneurial skills of secondary
education students, and designed various technical
resources for this purpose.
Moment of Validation: the final design stage of the
prototypes of the products for the “enterprising at
school” methodology, especially the Teacher’s and
Student’s textbook and Business Plan.

:: Involvement, types of participation, and reactions of
the products’ end users?
Preparing the products’ Transfer and Incorporation
:: What type of organisation might be interested in these
Products?
:: Activities prior to products’ incorporation (e.g. mobilisation
and empowerment initiatives, training, etc.)?
:: Requirements for appropriating products (competencies
necessary within the organisations/teams interested
in incorporating the products)?
:: Skills (organisational, team, individual) required for
products to be fully exploited?
:: Possible risks and any special care that should be taken
when appropriating and transferring the products?

Final validation includes producing a summary of peers’ and
specialists’ scoring, which incorporates any recommendations/
comments for the entities and people involved throughout the
process, from product design to transfer. Producing this
summary entails discussion of the different perspectives,
reflection, and reaching consensus on the final scoring for
the grid and on the different parties’ qualitative appreciations.
If consensus cannot be reached, then the aspects on which
views differ should be referred to.The summary or final score
is not, necessarily, the average of peers’ and specialists’
scores; it can be a consensualised score, reached after
discussion and clarification of different positions.
The authors’ grid should not be taken into account for the
final score.

:: Recommended dissemination methodologies and
processes
:: How can other target groups and potential beneficiaries
be engaged and involved in appropriation and

Product validation process

incorporation of the products?
:: Are the product tangibles (narratives, technical and
pedagogical resources, guides, textbooks on processes,
methodologies, tools, etc.) properly structured and
accessible? Where and how can they be accessed?
:: Are there any formal restrictions on the transfer and
incorporation of the products (e.g. costs, copyright,
licensing)?

1.3.2. Critical analysis of and reflection on products’ quality
This process is conducted in small groups according to the
different “perspectives” (authors/designers, peers, specialists),
and follows, as much as possible, the list of questions contained
in the Support Guide for Presentation & Demonstration of
EQUAL Products, in order to achieve systematised objective
information on needs analysis, design, production, validation,
testing and dissemination/transfer recommendations of the
products.
DPs and TNs also have at their disposal support tools for
reflection on and analysis of the design, production and quality
of their practices and technical and pedagogical resources
(provided in publication no. 2 of the Saber Fazer series),
which they should refer to and use on a regular basis. The
respective summaries should be incorporated at this stage

What Action 3 applications must submit:
:: the “physical” products
:: outline of the validation process (how, when
and by whom it was undertaken)
:: the results of validation carried out at the
final stage of product elaboration (synthesis
grid for the final validation)
:: validation must include the 6 level 1 product
quality criteria
:: validation should, preferably, be undertaken
by two external experts

Steps to be followed in the Validation process:
1. Presentation, by two of the authors/designers
(one from the interlocutor entity, the other from
a partnership entity), of implementation of the
methodology in Secondary Schools, the
construction of the products, narrative of the
context of the partnership and practices developed;
two students (final beneficiaries) report on their
participation in the Project, describing the how
the “Business Plan” was devised, other activities,
difficulties encountered and achievements;
2. The Peers and Specialists attending the session
raise questions, ask details about the critical
aspects of implementing the methodology and the
construction of the products and their usage;
3. Working in small groups, the Authors, Peers and
Specialists separately validate the products
(applying the Analysis Grid for Quality of EQUAL
Products to each product), by analysing what has
been reported and the quality of the tangible
products (Manuals) presented;
4. Brief overview of the evaluation and conclusions
of each “perspective” – Authors, Peers and Experts
in plenary session;
5. Final validation of the products, involving discussion
and agreement among peers and specialists on
the completion of a synthesis grid, on which the
average of their scores is recorded, in addition
to a summary of their grids, and comments and
recommendations for improving the products.
Duration: The validation session lasted for about 2
hours

1.4.
:: Analysis grid for quality of
EQUAL products
The grid includes:
:: Identification of the EQUAL Project and of the products to
be validated.
:: A set of 6 mandatory criteria for EQUAL Product
quality analysis: Innovation, Empowerment, Suitability,
Usefulness, Accessibility and Transferability.
These level 1 criteria must be included on any product
score grid submitted to the EQUAL Management Office.
For each criterion, proof or evidence must be referred
to. The sum of the scores awarded to these six 1st
level criteria must amount to at least two-thirds
of the total for all criteria considered, i.e. the
combined 1st and 2nd level criteria score.
:: A set of 5 optional requirements for EQUAL Product
quality analysis: Equality, Governance, Universality,
Scalability and Autonomy.
These level 2 requirements are non-compulsory
components in product score grids, and may be wholly
or partly substituted by other criteria considered more
appropriate to the specific nature of the products under
analysis. Any substitution of level 2 criteria must be
agreed on by the Authors/Designers, Peers and
Specialists before being included on the score grid.
However, the Equality criteria must always be discussed
and its non-inclusion always justified.
The total score for these optional criteria cannot
exceed one-third of the combined 1st and 2nd level
criteria scores.
In any case, before the validation session takes place,
Authors/Designers, Peers and Specialists must reach
agreement on the value/weight that each component
carries, within compliance with principles referred to
here.
:: Reference to Products’ strong points and weaknesses,
as well as a space for entering any suggested
improvements and recommendations.
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Analysis grid for quality of EQUAL products
Project Identification (n.º , name) or Thematic Network:
Identification of Product(s):
Following the presentation/demonstration/handling of products, check their quality standard against the criteria listed below;
give a score from 1 to 4 (1 for a low or unsatisfactory standard, and 4 for very high or very good standard).

Weight

Critérios de análise da qualidade dos produtos

1

2

3

4

Evidence/justification
(Identify the elements of proof or evidence that
substantiate the presence of each criteria)

Products’ Strong Points

Products’ Weaknesses

Innovation (extent of the presence of new and distinctive features in the
products; what distinguishes these products from others with similar
characteristics and purposes; added value in relation to conventional
solutions)

1st Level Criteria

Empowerment (to what extent were the beneficiaries and target
users involved in the product’s design, and how much will its use
enhance the target group’s integration and participation in their
organisational and social contexts)
Suitability (in terms of the culture, and social and vocational
experience of the beneficiaries and target users, and to what extent
the product addresses their learning needs)
Usefulness (benefits and value perceived by the beneficiaries and
target users, demonstrable in terms of skills recognition, social
value and/or personal autonomy; quantitative indicators must be
referred to, namely competitive advantages or other gains in the
case of enterprises.)

Suggested Improvements and Recommendations (content quality, degree of innovation, pedagogical value and usefulness
in the context of life and/or work)

Accessibility (beneficiaries’ and end users’ proximity to and familiarity
with the means of distribution/utilisation and with product supports,
especially in terms of the literacy and technologies required.)

Conclusions regarding Validation, Transfer and Incorporation of the products

Transferability (ease and speed of transfer and incorporation of
the products, visible in transfer processes and methods anchored,
for example, in mediated solutions)

Equality ( to what extent gender equality is actively and positively
promoted by the products)

Analysed from the perspective of:

2nd Level Criteria

Governance (to what extent the products enhance cohesion, address
greater responsibility sharing on the part of the target group, and
raise organisations’ social awareness, visible in their social responsibility
practices, for example)

Authors/designers

Universality (the products are capable of being applied/used in
different contexts and with diverse target groups; this requirement
may also be gauged by the products’ potential for generalisation)

Peers

Place, date and signature/identification of the person in charge of the validation session:

Scalability (organisation of knowledge in small updatable units,
ensuring modularity of contents and of the resources incorporated
in the products, which facilitates updating and renewal)

Autonomy (ease and extent of independence of the user in terms
of exploiting and using the contents and materials integrating the
products)

Score

External experts
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3

Filling-out the
product data
sheet (technicalpedagogical
resource or
narrative of a
practice)

:: The DP author/designer of the product should fill out, prior to the validation
session, the data sheet contained in the publication Technical and Pedagogical
Resources & Successful Practices (no. 2 of the Saber Fazer series), and
put together other relevant material that substantiates the product’s quality
and usefulness, and make these available during the session (e.g., evaluation
results of a training course based on a training programme designed in
the sphere of the EQUAL project).

:: Completed product or practice
data sheet.

:: Other materials.

The collection at this stage of testimonies from intermediate and final
beneficiaries on the product(s) is recommended.

2::

4

Sending the
product/practice
data sheet

:: To get the most out of the validation session, the product data sheet should
be forwarded to all participants (TN members and outside specialists), via
e-mail, at least 1 week before the day of the session. If viable, the physical
product itself should also be forwarded, together with any additional relevant
elements that characterise the product.

:: Sending of the data sheet to
the TN members and experts.

:: Data sheet placed on CIRCA.

THE VALIDATION SESSION

5

2::
EQUAL PRODUCT VALIDATION CYCLE IN
THEMATIC NETWORK
In addition to rigour and pragmatism, implementing the EQUAL
product validation methodology requires going through a
sequence of stages. The following chronology and
recommendations (in italics) for each stage are based on the

Stages

6

experience gained through Thematic Network (TN) validation
undertaken during the 1st stage of the EQUAL Programme,
which made it possible to test this “validation cycle”.

Activities

Going through
the validation
methodology,
defining the
validation criteria
to be applied, and
agreeing on their
interpretation

:: Prior to the validation session itself, participants go through record the

Presenting the
product –
– demonstrating
the product,
handling,
testimonies

:: Introduction by the authors/designers of the product and its “evidence”

Outputs

PRIOR TO THE VALIDATION SESSION
1

Identifying and
scheduling the
products to be
validated

:: Prior identification, at a Thematic Network (TN) meeting, of products to
be validated, and scheduling the validation process at least 2/3 weeks in
advance.
If the product is being submitted for final validation, then it should have already
been consolidated, and “evidence” or “proof” presented for the six level 1
validation criteria. Prior self-assessment by the respective Development
Partnership (DP) itself is recommended, for the purpose of checking whether
the product does, in fact, incorporate all the criteria.

2

Defining who
validates

:: The TN identifies who is to take part in the validation session: the peers and
outside experts.
Peers: the TN can divide into validation subgroups, according to the skills and
specific interests of its members.
Experts: at least one, but preferably two outside experts are invited, to enrich
the discussion with their specialist input. See the Validation Specialist’s profile.
It is recommended that parties interested in appropriating the product(s)
(dissemination targets) should also take part in the validation session.

validation methodology and clear up any doubts they have about the meaning
of all the criteria. They should also reach agreement on the validation
criteria to be applied, namely, level 2 criteria, define the ponderation scale
(if applicable) and, if necessary, adjust the validation grid (if a ponderation
scale is established and/or other level 2 criteria are introduced).

at the session, adhering to the “Guide to presenting & demonstrating
EQUAL products” proposed in the “Methodology”.
Those responsible for the product’s design and drafting/writing, the
technicians and trainers involved in its application and the end beneficiaries
themselves, may all be called upon to take part in the presentation and give
their opinion on the product’s usefulness.
Presentation of a product or family of products should not exceed 20 to
30 minutes.
It is recommended that the views/testimony of the agents who have actually
used or tested the product(s), and the views of the final beneficiaries should
be paid particular attention, as theirs will be close to the clients’/users’
perspectives.

:: “Analysis Grid for Quality of
EQUAL Products” adjusted in
line with the agreed criteria
and ponderation scale.

:: Recording in the Minutes of
the meeting.

:: 1 copy of the product.

:: Seeing and handling the tangible product during the session.
A copy of the product should be circulated among the participants (if it has
not been forwarded to everyone before the meeting) or visualised (if the
product is a video).

:: Recording in the TN meeting’s
Minutes.

:: Inclusion on CIRCA’s validation

:: For further clarification, participants may question the authors about issues

schedule.

relating to the product or its presentation.

:: First self-validation record file

Peers and specialists should not, at this stage, put forward their views and
recommendations on the product. They should limit themselves to asking the
authors questions, for the purpose of clarification and gaining a better
understanding of the innovation, relevance, usefulness, etc. of the product.
Comments from peers and specialists, at this stage, will only disrupt the
reading of the product and what is meant to be a joint reflection process to
gather feedback from all present.

for authors’ use only.

:: Recording the Minutes of the
meeting.

7

Meeting of the
subgroups
(peers, specialist
and authors) for
analysis and final
validation of the
product

:: Analysis of the product in each subgroup (TN participants – peers, specialists
and authors).
This stage is a valuable opportunity for debate and critical reflection, when
the peers’ and specialists’ subgroups put themselves in the shoes of potential
“buyers”/users of the product (anticipating the future active appropriation
process), and apply each of the criterion proposed on the validation grid, to
gauge to what extent they are really incorporated in the product.

:: Three “Product quality analysis
grids” filled out by:
- TN participants (peers)
- Specialists
- Authors

14
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:: Following discussion of the product’s value in relation to each criterion,
subgroup members decide how many points should be awarded to the
product per criterion. The score is then noted on the respective Grid,
together with a qualitative justification for score awarded.
As the central aim of validation is to analyse and jointly reflect on the product,
the score grid should be completed after the discussion of each criterion and
not individually by each participant.

:: On the basis of their joint reflection, each subgroup produces a summary
of the product’s strong and weak points, and puts forward recommendations
on how it could be improved.

3::

The process of applying the quality grid and reaching consensus thereon should
not take more than half an hour.
Any differences of opinion within a subgroup should be recorded on the grid
itself (disagreements should not stand in the way of validation).

8

Plenary
presentation
and discussion
of the subgroup
outcomes and
drafting the
synthesis grid

:: Presentation of each subgroup’s analysis, the scores they awarded –
criterion by criterion – and their respective qualitative justifications;

:: Discussion and consensus-reaching among peers and specialists on the
criteria scoring, strong and weak points, and recommended actions;
This is the stage at which opinions and value judgements on the product are
expressed, and the different views clarified and substantiated.
It is also here that authors may further clarify points arising from the others’
comments.

:: Synthesis grid from peers
and specialists giving the final
score, qualitative comments,
and conclusions on the
validation.

:: Authors’ grid.

3::
SKILLS PROFILE FOR EQUAL PRODUCT
VALIDATION SPECIALISTS

:: Final scoring of the product (average of the scores contained in the two
subgroups’ – peers and specialists – grids) and conclusions regarding the
validation.
Note: The authors’ grid, with the awarded score and comments, will be a
separate document to be included in the “validation dossier”, and is not
taken into account in the calculation of the final score.

Mission

The plenary session should last 30 to 45 minutes.
Any differences of opinion must be recorded on the synthesis grid. If there
is agreement between peers and specialists, the final score awarded does
not necessarily have to be the average of the subgroups’ scores, but can be
a score on which consensus has been reached during the debate and clarification
of the different positions.
In the event that reaching agreement on a product´s score could became an
obstacle in the way of the desired reflection and expression of plural analysis,
then peers´ and specialists´ views may be submitted on two separate grids (in
which case, both grids must be included in the validation dossier to be submitted
for Action 3).

AFTER THE VALIDATION SESSION

9
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Finalising the
product
Preparing the
“validation
dossier”

:: Incorporating in the product the recommendations made during the validation

:: Finished product.

:: Brief description of when, how and by whom the product was validated.

:: Validation dossier that includes

session.

Signed score grids must be attached.

application to Action 3.

Competencies

The specialist taking part in EQUAL product validation processes
“provides the outside expert’s position, ensuring that products
are measured against other solutions and products available
or under construction, and that the needs and priorities of
the contexts, beneficiaries, and future users of the products
are kept paramount throughout”.

Technical skills
:: Knowledge of the thematic areas associated with
the product being validated
:: Knowledge of quality assessment aims,
methodologies and processes, especially the EQUAL
product validation methodology in the context of
the EQUAL initiative, and its principles and criteria.

Tasks

Social and relational skills
:: Analytical and synthesis skills, and an ability to
maintain objectivity
:: Aptitude for animating and facilitating group critical
reflection
:: Critical sense and ability to give constructive feedback
on product improvement
:: Ability to promote the “sale” of products being (or
that have been) validated to potentially interested
parties
:: Ability to bring together or mediate between key
players, namely mainstream institutional leaders
and other potential dissemination targets.

:: Analysing the product being validated and reflecting on
the observations of the authors, technicians involved,
users, beneficiaries, etc.
:: Questioning the authors to clear up uncertainties about
products in appraisal
:: Scoring the product on the appropriate grid, and identifying
the evidence that justifies the score for each of the
analytical criterion
:: Discussing and reaching agreement with others on their
scores and respective reasoning
:: Providing constructive feedback on the quality and
usefulness of the product
:: Formalising suggested improvements and
recommendations for dissemination.
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4.2. An autonomous product or one of a “family of
products”?
With regard to product submission for validation, it must be
decided whether it is a product with its own specificity that
can be used separately, or whether it is part of an integrated
solution. It often transpires that rather than isolated products,
what we have are integrated solutions (that combine and link
up different products, components of the proposed solution).
This usually entails producing a narrative of the practice,
clarifying how different components are linked and complement
each other in the construction of a potentially more effective
solution than that which would result if the product were used
separately, or than other current solutions. Sometimes, what
works effectively is a new form of using already existing things
that, when considered individually, do not constitute innovation.
However, certain individual components, which in themselves
are not innovative, if used in an articulated and integrated
way and observe certain methodological requirements, make
it possible to build a new, more efficient solution with clear
added value for a specific problem.

4::

4.3. When should a product be validated?

4::
VALIDATION IN THEMATIC NETWORK REFLECTIONS ON THE EXPERIENCE
Experience has shown that the validation exercise in a Thematic
Network (TN) is a crucial moment for all the players involved,
but particularly for the products’ authors, who have the
chance to gain added values that will enhance the development,
consolidation and quality of EQUAL products.
Applying the validation methodology has proved extremely
useful insofar as it provides a unique opportunity for reflection
and broad discussion with peers and experts, whose experience
and knowledge not only add value to the products being
discussed but also make it possible to consider and anticipate
an active dissemination strategy that will improve the creative
appropriation of products.
Validation has been found to be especially useful in three
areas: demarcating the product’s exact “perimeter” or
identifying the “true product”; in-depth examination and
consolidation of products, and outlining an active dissemination
strategy in light of the comments put forward by peers and
specialists who, as a rule, take on the role of the potential
“buyers” of the products.
Let us take a look at a few questions that have arisen over
the course of the Thematic Network validation process.

4.1. Some product requirements for validation
A quality product with high dissemination potential is one that
answers positively to the level 1 criteria (innovation,
empowerment, suitability, usefulness, accessibility,
transferability), that is, one that adequately incorporates and
translates evidence of the criteria, which are not just an

Manuel Pimenta (*)

EQUAL product “trademark”, but also a quality factor and
necessary condition for dissemination.
Furthermore, a product ready for validation and subsequent
dissemination should:
:: be available to whomever will be validating, and have
the respective product data sheet (whether it be a
technical and pedagogical resource or a practice);
:: conclusively demonstrate its innovative character and
the added value and actual usefulness that results from
its application in tackling the problems for which it was
designed;
:: demonstrate clearly that it is the result of reflection and
work in partnership, and not just the outcome of
unilateral efforts by one partner in isolation, i.e. the
authors should prove how the partnership was involved,
even though it may be that one author in particular,
given his/her skills, has played a more active role and
been the binding and facilitating agent for the different
partners’ diverse skills;
:: be formatted in a way that shows how transition from
use on an experimental, local or sectoral scale to a
wider scale will be made, i.e. how it is possible to
replicate the same process/methodology in a way that
ensures the product will be correctly used in a different
context with other agents (dissemination facilitators).
Here, the narrative of the product construction process,
its development and experimentation, the conditions in
which it proved to work, is, clearly, of paramount
importance.

To proceed safely to final validation in the TN, a prior selfvalidation exercise carried out by the authors has been found
advantageous. With all those involved in the product design
and testing (as well as others, technicians and PD partners,
not directly involved) taking part, it consists of checking the
product against the validation grid to ascertain whether it is
consolidated, i.e., whether it incorporates the level 1 quality
criteria, whether any shortcomings may be overcome in the
light of the knowledge and experience the team has acquired,
whether there are any under-utilised potentialities that could
be developed, etc.
Final or mid-term validation?
Depending on the product’s state of development and maturity,
the authors may choose to proceed either to a mid-term or
to a final validation. Their choice will depend on the answers
to a few questions, such as: does the product proposed for
validation already incorporate the result of the assessment
and/or self-assessment of its respective testing process?;
has it been sufficiently developed and consolidated to be ready
for validation and dissemination?; have its construction process,
functioning/adaptation, and the circumstances in which it
was designed and works, been adequately described?; Is
there a narrative of the practice, or is it necessary to produce
one?
When there is space and time enough for products to undergo
in-depth examination, DPs may choose to hold a mid-term
validation in the TN, so as to reap the benefits of gaining
external critical input and holding collective debate that can
bring added value to the product.

4.4. Validation - a step in an improvement process
Given its characteristic features, and shared reflection dynamics
promoted by EQUAL’s validation methodology, it has been
possible to realise that the moment of validation is not the
final brick in the construction of a product for dissemination,

even when the product is found to be well developed and
consolidated. In fact, in keeping with EQUAL’s philosophy, and
the experimental nature of its projects, the process of design,
development and testing of the products is ongoing, flexible
and interactive. In this perspective, therefore, the product
is not “wrapped up” at the time validation, because this stage
is just another part of a self-feeding process, as it is continually
incorporating new angles and findings that arise out of the
testing, assessment and validation stages.
Sometimes, the real EQUAL product emerges during the
validation exercise itself, as a result of the discussion and
reflection generated by collective analysis. For example, it
may be concluded that what is being proposed as a product
is not, in itself, innovative (because it is already being used
by other agents in other contexts), and the innovation resides
in the practice or methodology associated with it, which
means that one without the other lacks meaning, effectiveness
and quality.
It has been found that, at the time of validation, products do
not always incorporate all the findings it was possible to
retrieve from the trials they underwent. Many of the questions
put by peers and experts are answered by the authors, and
these answers deserve to be subsequently retrieved,
systematised and included as outcomes of the trials.
As a result of the reflection process with peers and specialists,
findings and solutions sometimes emerge that lead to the
product being reconstructed. The validation exercise often
results, therefore, in a more complete and consolidated
product ready for dissemination, which is the outcome of not
just the experimentation and reflection undertaken by the
authors during the project, but also the result of discussion
by, and input from the different stakeholders during the
validation exercise. The exercise enables authors to discover
new facets, characteristics and potentialities in the product,
and to anticipate issues and problems that potential “clients”
might raise and build the right responses to address them.

4.5. Validation versus evaluation – the need to clear up
some misunderstandings
From experience of lessons learned, misunderstandings that
can sometimes interfere with the EQUAL product validation
exercise may be cleared up. For example, authors can
occasionally confuse product validation with project evaluation.
It should be emphasised that product validation is an entirely
different process to project evaluation (which happens at a
specific stage and for which there is a right moment), the
practices and results of which are not limited to just the
product(s) undergoing validation. Neither does validation
involve any assessment of the relevance, use and effectiveness
of the product in the context in which it was produced and
tried out. It is also important to bear in mind that a quality
process, experienced intensely by authors and other players
involved, which, during the project itself produces results and
achieves the set objectives, does not always translate, directly
and immediately, into a quality EQUAL product. So, a product
that proved effective for the project that designed and tested
it, is not necessarily a product that will be considered innovative
in a wider context and, consequently, apt for dissemination.
This means that validating is recognising a product’s evidence
of quality and dissemination potential.
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4.6. Attitude of authors, peers and experts
It is true to say that the success of the validation exercise
largely depends on the attitude of the authors submitting their
products. For the presentation and ensuing discussion of
their product, the mind-set of authors should be open to
multiparty dialogue, and they have to be prepared and humble
enough for critical self-analysis. Authors must resist the
temptation of indulging in self-praise, and be prepared to
revise and improve on the product, incorporating the outcomes
of the validation exercise’s debate and reflection. In previous
validation processes, authors have acknowledged the benefits
of getting input from “outsiders”, especially for identifying and
correcting any failings, improving under-exploited components,
and clarifying processes and practices that facilitate
appropriation. Fortunately, there have been very few cases
of authors falling into the trap of refusing to listen to, or
becoming annoyed when opinions differing to their own were
expressed.
The success of validation also depends a lot on the behaviour
of the peers and experts, who are expected to provide a
constructive and well-explained appraisal, constituting real
value added that will consolidate and upgrade the product,
and have an active and creative approach that addresses the
product’s merits and any possible difficulties envisaged for
the future incorporation process, which must never be merely
a reproduction of other processes.
From the results achieved so far, the validation of EQUAL
products in Thematic Network has proven itself to be a very
rich collective learning process offering clear benefits that all
parties involved recognise and value.

5::
5::
A LOOK AT THE VALIDATION OF EQUAL PRODUCTS THE WINDOW OF PERCEPTION METAPHOR
To assist reflection on the need for and benefits of EQUAL
product validation, as an opportunity for enhancing the
transparency, usefulness and external value of the Products
and their functionalities, let us turn to the metaphor of the
window of perception (also known as the JOHARI window).

E

S

(*) Sociologist, evaluation consultant, participant in several EQUAL
product validation processes as an outside expert.
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Let us imagine that EQUAL products are windows that consist
of four panes, which we shall call areas. The size of the
areas is variable, and will change in accordance with the
dynamics generated by the Development Partnerships (DPs)
and Thematic Networks (TNs) during the product’s
design/implementation and validation processes. Each area
comprises the evidence, characteristics, practices,
functionalities, potentialities, etc. of a specific product.
The lines dividing the areas are solid and prevent any access
to the contents inside the area they surround. What this
means, in practical terms, is that product authors do not
have knowledge of, or direct access to the product’s contents
located within the “blind” or “unknown” areas. Peers,
specialists and clients, meanwhile, have no knowledge of the
product’s content in the “secret” and “unknown” areas.
However, the product contents in one particular area of the
window – the “public” area – are known/seen by all the
stakeholders (authors, peers, specialists and clients). Ideally,
this is the area that should grow in size to the maximum
extent possible. The product contents in the fourth quadrant
of the window – the “unknown” area -, are not known by
anyone, and so this area should be as small as possible.

Augusto Mendes

THE DP´S PRODUCT AS SEEN BY
PEERS, SPECIALISTS & CLIENTS

THE DP´S PRODUCT
AS SEEN BY
AUTHORS

PUBLIC
AREA

BLIND
AREA

SECRET
AREA

UNKNOWN
AREA

This being so, no one has access to all areas at the same
time, neither can anyone have the same depth of understanding
of all the areas, and one area is not directly visible to anyone.
There are only two possible –independent but complementary
– viewpoints on products
5.1. the viewpoint of the authors/producers, i.e. that of the
entities, DP (or TN), engaged in the product’s
design/implementation. Ironically, theirs is a restricted view
as they can only “see”:
5.1.1. the evidence of the product and some factors that
can add value and transferability potential – in the public
area, and
5.1.2. the “intimist” narratives concerning the product’s
evolution, processes and events occurring during its
implementation (about which, obviously, only authors
have knowledge) – in the secret area;

Product limitations
in terms of value and
contexts

Narratives on
the building of
the product

Product´s unknown
features and risks

The lines separating the four quadrants are not only solid but are
able to move, as interaction progresses. Their movement depends
on the amount of effort expended by the authors, in particular,
but also peers, specialists and clients, to pool together in the
public area all the contents and elements of and about the product,
which is known to each of them. To be specific, the authors have
to engage in exposure behaviours with others, disclosing, sharing
and explaining all the product’s important contents, evidence and
narratives that were, hitherto, located in the secret area,
because, in addition to tangible contents, it is vital that others
have access to the DP’s (or TN’s) “intimate” knowledge. It is,
however, equally essential that the authors are modest enough
to welcome suggestions and contributions from the peers,
specialists and clients, and to accept and incorporate any structured
and quality feedback offered by them during validation, as, by so
doing, they are disclosing to the authors what is contained in the
product’s blind area.
The validation process is meant to enlarge the product’s public
area, i.e. to enrich the product with value-adding content and
evidence (strategies, methodologies, tools, aids, etc.) that must,
therefore, be laid bare – exposed – and shared among the authors,
peers, specialists and clients. For the exposure and feedback
processes to effectively uncover the most valuable and best quality
contents of the product under scrutiny, mutual trust and constructive
attitudes must be present.

The following windows graphically illustrate these four types
and respective interaction dynamics between authors and
peers, specialists and clients. A validation session is,
unquestionably, an excellent opportunity for any products to
become an “IDEAL product”, insofar as the latter embodies
the authors’ intentions, reflects the experience of peers,
integrates the approval of specialists, and has been endorsed
by the clients.
THE DP´S PRODUCT AS SEEN BY
PEERS, SPECIALISTS & CLIENTS

THE DP´S PRODUCT
AS SEEN BY
AUTHORS

Narratives on the
building of the product

Narratives on
the building of
the product

Product´s unknown
features and risks

Product
limitations in
terms of value
and contexts
Product´s
unknown
features and
risks

Here, the product’s evidence has been enriched with contents
from the secret and blind areas, shrinking the unknown areas
containing unknown features and risks associated with the
product. The Ideal Product can only be assembled when,
during the validation process, there is an atmosphere of
mutual trust based on the conviction that those present will
be able to add value to the product. Only then will the conditions
be right for exposure and feedback to become processes
of genuine disclosure and improvement of the product.

FEEDBACK

THE DP´S PRODUCT
AS SEEN BY
AUTHORS

Product limitations
in terms of value
and contexts
Product´s unknown
features and risks

Product´s
evidence

Narratives on
the building of
the product
SECRET PRODUCT

This product is at serious risk of being a big mistake. It is
recognised by neither authors nor peers, specialists and
clients, as no one understands what it is or the purpose that
it is meant to serve. Authors appear to mistrust or are
dismissive of the views of peers, specialists and clients, are
on the defensive and fear or ignore any feedback. When
feedback is not solicited, it is not usually given. Furthermore,
no details of the product’s functionalities or how it was built
are disclosed, which means that either the authors are not
willing to divulge knowledge, practices, experiences, solutions,
etc., or that there is nothing to be revealed. When authors
do not invest in a product’s exposure, peers, specialists and
clients will find it very hard to reciprocate with feedback. An
Armoured Product is not really a product at all, as it is
something that no one actually knows – something enclosed
in an impenetrable shell
We hope that JOHARI Window metaphor contributes to
improving EQUAL Product validation processes, insofar as
they provide invaluable opportunities for stakeholders to raise
product standards by engaging in critical reflection. Clearly,
EQUAL products are not intended to satisfy those who produce
them, but rather the needs of the clients and beneficiaries,
for whom they offer a chance and the means to achieve better
social integration, more autonomy, access full citizenship
rights, improve the quality of their life, increase their
competitiveness – in short, EQUAL products contribute to the
sustained development of individuals, the community at large,
and organisations.

The product does not address the foremost needs of the
clients and contexts for which it was designed. The authors
apparently produced it for themselves because they did not
listen to, or could not hear what stakeholders were telling
them. When authors disregard, or do not solicit feedback,
they are failing to value the expertise and experience of the
peers, specialists and clients, who may then react by becoming
remote and passive, which the authors can interpret as their
endorsement of the product. If authors insist too much on
their own ways, their interpretation of the product is blinkered,
and they chatter too much about themselves, over-emphasising
exposure but only disclosing redundant and superfluous
aspects of the product, then the product itself will reflect
their whole approach, and become a Blind Product.
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The product’s key functionalities and vital elements for
understanding its evolution and construction are tightly guarded
secrets – the authors do not want (or are unable) to disclose
them. This can impact negatively on the atmosphere of trust
that ought to exist among all the players involved in product
validation. Furthermore, much of the knowledge relating to the
product’s future exploitation and adaptation to suit other contexts,
which has been provided by the peers, specialists and clients
and received by the authors, has not, in fact, been incorporated
in the product, which is only accessible by the authors. The
authors have gathered the contributions from peers, specialists
and clients (they collected the feedback), but have not revealed
details (beyond what are obvious anyway) about how the product
was built – they have not invested in exposure. In short, the
Fort Knox, or impenetrable approach produces a Secret Product
that is only known/accessible to some.
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Depending on the quality and extent of exposure and feedback
during the EQUAL product validation session, the final product
to emerge may be described, metaphorically, as one of the
following:
:: an IDEAL Product, because it has resulted from a
validation process in which players engaged in
constructive exposure and feedback behaviours and
their approach (particularly that of the authors) was
“mature” and “socially responsible”;
:: a SECRETIVE Product, because the players (authors
in particularly) adopted a “Fort Knox” approach;
:: a BLIND Product, because the players (especially the
authors) had an unseeing, closed-minded attitude;
:: ARMOURED Product, because the actors, namely
the authors, had a hard-shelled, defensive attitude.

EXPOSITION

5.2. the viewpoint of peers, specialists and clients who,
naturally, are able to “see”:
5.2.1. the evidence of the Product (just as the authors can)
and most of the factors that can add value and transferability
potential, because they are in a position to visualize them
in their contexts – in the public area, and
5.2.2. application/utilisation and appropriation difficulties,
weaknesses, incongruencies, and inconsistencies, when
the product is envisaged in real life situations, and
organisational and social contexts and networks, with
which only the peers, specialists and clients are very
familiar – in the blind (to the authors) area..
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envisaged, the validation methodology that has now been
tested could also be disseminated. Its potential usefulness
as a mechanism for assuring quality and social validation of
research outcomes that have involved public resources seems
to be being corroborated by the experience of its use in the
EQUAL Community Initiative in Portugal.

B.
:: EQUAL product validation process or revolution?

6::

Florindo Ramos (**)

6::
THREE THEMATIC NETWORKS FACILITATORS´
PERSPECTIVES
A.
:: Three dimensions of EQUAL
product validation
José Manuel Henriques (*)
The EQUAL product validation methodology that is being
applied in Portugal has proven particularly suited to the
characteristics of a pilot programme whose focus is innovation.
The experience of product validation has been decisive in
introducing greater thoroughness to product identification,
in clarifying future prospects for potential results from projects
and from the programme, and in endorsing their quality with
a view to dissemination.
Three dimensions of validation deserve special consideration:
the deepening of collective learning, involvement of outside
experts, and legitimation of results.
Product validation sessions have been found to be excellent
opportunities for formalising collective reflection on the relationship
between product quality and the results of the programme. They
have proven highly appropriate for animating the programme’s
sense of strategy and the results to be achieved (identification
of problems, their causes, why they persist, innovation to be
promoted, etc.), for incorporating formal and informal selfassessment procedures (assessment as a management tool,
focusing attention on the action’s “net effects”, etc.), and for
facilitating learning processes based on procedures “inspired” by
the collective research-action exercise (broadening understanding
of access to employment related difficulties, gaining insight into
the social conditions that overcome them, etc.).

Product validation sessions have given rise to rich, collective
discussion that has facilitated decisive reflection on the
experiences developed and has often helped to unearth
perspectives that the authors had not perceived or, at least,
not formally recognised. Validation sessions have been propitious
opportunities for valuable reflection, not only on the products
in question but also on other products associated with the
projects represented at each session. Consideration of
products presented for validation opens the door for reflection
on these other products and on the combined results
associated with the group of projects represented. The
sessions contribute to the collective review of the overall
results to be associated with thematic networks’ work, and
the programme as a whole.
The involvement of outside experts has given projects’
experimental efforts greater visibility and has contributed to
the dissemination of results. Their presence at validation
sessions has been invaluable not only in terms of their specialist
input, but also because they have brought greater rigour and
attention to detail to the validation procedures.
By introducing formalised in-depth quality analysis, by enabling
broader reflection on product standards and potential results
of a pilot programme, and by proposing reflection for the
purpose of identifying evidence in the products developed, the
validation experience has helped to give outcomes more
legitimacy, and to create conditions in which the efforts to
promote horizontal and vertical mainstreaming can be more
effective.
Finally, product validation sessions have also helped to finetune the validation methodology itself. Although not initially

What we already knew
Product validation has always been anticipated in the EQUAL
Programme and, from the very outset of Action 1 applications,
all partnerships knew that only duly validated products would
be eligible for approval for Action 3.From the first briefing
sessions, EQUAL’s Management Office underlined the
importance of orientating projects towards product “tangibility”,
bearing in mind their eventual dissemination.

What we didn’t know
With regard to Thematic Networks (TNs), these were
introduced innovatively by EQUAL (not just in Portugal) without
any “prior warning”. Since their creation, the question of
dissemination has always been prominent among TNs’ priorities.
In recent months, however, Thematic Network 4 “
Organisational Innovation and Workplace Training” - (TN4)’s
practice has demonstrated that, what had been thought would
be just another process in the overall management of projects,
has, in reality, completely “revolutionised” it.

A six-dimensional revolution
From the moment the product validation methodology was
made definitive, the management of many projects began to
radically change. The ensuing revolution impacted on 6
different aspects:

:: 1. The Development Partnerships: product validation forced
Development Partnerships (DPs) to re-assess each
partner’s role in product development, and, during the
validation sessions themselves, the projects in which
DPs had managed to successfully incorporate what is
one of EQUAL’s core orientations quickly became
identifiable. The EQUAL product validation process
would expose the isolation in which some products had
been designed, and revealed the difficulties involved in
real partnership working.

:: 2. The Network participants: the members of TN4 had
privileged access to all the premises on which the EQUAL
product validation process was based.

Out of the entire EQUAL product validation process,
TN4 members appropriated a quality process that was
later “multiplied” in the respective partnerships, projects
and products.

:: 3. The products and respective dissemination process:
unquestionably, the dimension where the impact has
been most felt. Practically all projects involved in the
network introduced significant changes in their products
as a direct result of the EQUAL product validation
process. It was only after coming into contact with the
validation methodology that many projects realised what
“EQUAL Products” really are, and, only after several
network meetings, did it become clear what the difference
is between “final beneficiaries” and “dissemination
targets”, and that Action 3 was devoted to the latter:
entities that incorporate and multiply validated successful
EQUAL practices.

:: 4. The cohesion of the Thematic Network: TN4 had already
achieved a high degree of cohesion among its members
when we began to concern ourselves with validation.
Nonetheless, the EQUAL product validation process still
had a substantial effect on the affective-emotional
aspects of the network’s functioning. It generated
apprehension and, sometimes, competition among
network members, which, as the process consolidated,
evolved into commitments and relationships of trust
among members, and resulted in an overall underpinning
of group spirit and cohesion.
It would be no exaggeration to say that, due to the
EQUAL product validation process, TN4 became what
now closely resembles a community of practice – just
as had always been desired.

:: 5. The facilitators: a major concern for the two TN4
facilitators has been preventing the network’s thematic
activity from becoming overly affected by the important
role played by validation, after a certain point, in the
dynamic of the network.
From the point of view of skills learning and development,
the facilitators were enriched in two ways: technically,
through their contact with the methodology in itself,
and behaviourally, in terms of new skills in group dynamics
generally, and conflict management in particular.

:: 6. The projects and the EQUAL Programme at large: on
the basis of TN4’s experience, I am certain that validation
enabled intervention in critical dimensions of most of
the network’s projects.

Validation has been a real driving force for quality, clearly felt
by everyone involved as a new level of exigency introduced in
EQUAL – and what a good idea it was!

C.
:: Product validation reinforces
empowerment and collective
learning
Carlos Ribeiro (***)
When Thematic Networks (TNs) took on a “validating structure”
function in Equal’s non-formal quality system, they embraced
a new responsibility – that of being the shared management
system’s “informal structure” that would convey, on one hand,
an open approach on the part of the Management Office
towards co-responsibility for the Programme’s quality targets,
and, at the same time, reinforcement of empowerment of
the Community Initiative’s institutional and individual players.
The open coordination method, launched at European level
with the European Employment Strategy, which was applied
in the different EU countries through the implementation of
National Employment Plans, was already heading towards
mechanisms for cooperation in the management of common
objectives, delegating assessment and animation tasks to the
system’s peers, so, for example, two countries would assess
the performance of a third, offering their critical views,
comments and recommended future actions.
The validation of products by TNs is not evaluation. The
approach is less “sensitive” as it is carried out by peers
involved in similar projects. Validation proceeds on the basis
of a “quality criteria” framework developed by the Programme
Management, which facilitates the task. The process is
intended to identify or confirm elements in the product that
constitute proof that it fulfils the set quality criteria.
It is vital to realise, however, that, after the “new cooperation
relationships” that Development Partnerships (DPs) have
engendered between organisations of entirely different natures
and missions, this new platform for cooperation between
EQUAL project players is rather audacious and opens up new
channels to advanced processes of empowerment in civil
society’s organisations.
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generating new solutions, and creating new knowledge
in the specific domains of each Network”
:: Notwithstanding these virtues, it should be pointed out
that, occasionally, products are put forward for validation
when they are clearly not yet ready. In such cases, the
proponent entities are advised to find more suitable
timing for the validation of their product.
One way of helping prevent products being submitted for
validation too early, is for DPs to apply the Utilisation Test to
their product. This operation can become a pre-validation
exercise in terms of aspects such as functionality, usefulness,
and adaptability, and can also be useful for checking the
conditions required for the TN validation session. Furthermore,
the Utilisation Test is always an additional value added in the
product Dossier submitted at validation.
We are still at an experimental stage. Our next experiences
are sure to reveal new areas of the system in need of
improvements and further study. We already feel, however,
that the path we have taken shows great potential for collective
development and should, most certainly, be followed.

7::
THE ADDED VALUE OF EQUAL PRODUCTS´ VALIDATION THE VIEWS OF THREE AUTHORS
A.
:: Project “Convidas”
Graça Rojão (*)

The process in TN3 – Local Development and Entrepreneurship
– is still at an early stage and our experience is still limited.
There are, however, already signs of good uptake of cooperative
working:
:: the authors of products already submitted for validation,
but which have not yet been finally validated, have been
encouraged to introduce improvements and to work
further on specific aspects, so as to “better exploit the
product’s potentialities” or ensure it is “better suited
for use on a wider scale than in the specific context in
which it emerged”;
:: the sessions at which products are presented for validation
have become real “forums for reflection and discussion”
on concepts, experiences, methodologies, techniques
and tools in relation to intervention on the ground, and
have transformed the process into one of the richest
formulas through which to fulfil the purposes of TNs,
including “sharing knowledge and exchanging experiences,
developing competencies, learning from each other, and

7::

(*) Facilitator, Thematic Network 1 - “Integrated routes to trainingemployment for disadvantaged groups”
(**) Facilitator, Thematic Network 4 (TN4) – “Organisational Innovation
and Workplace Training”
(***) Facilitator, Thematic Network 3 (TN3) – “Entrepreneurship and
local development”

At first, we had no idea of how it would work. It was the first
time the thematic network would undertake product validation,
and we did not have the experience to anticipate a whole series
of questions – the amount of time needed for analysing each
product, adaptation of assessment grids, etc.
Validation of the first three “ConVidas” Project products took place
in Covilhã. This made it easier for several of the people involved
(authors and users) to take part and thus enriched the presentation.
The three products were at different stages of development. The
two pedagogical games about sharing domestic tasks, designed
for schools, had already been finalised. The Reconciliation Volunteer
Network was at a stage where the methodology had been defined
and tested, but there was no guide or narrative of the practice.
For the pedagogical games, validation’s most important contribution
came mainly from the critical observations of one confronted with
a different socio-cultural reality and who put forward ideas for
making the product more “universal”, i.e., suitable for families in
contexts differing from that which predominates in the region
where the product was designed.
The discussion that took place around the Volunteer Network
was very interesting because the group was scrutinising the
product in the middle of its design process, which facilitates the
incorporation of changes or proposals that would increase the
product’s value.
Subjecting products to the critical eye of peers and specialists,

within a relatively restricted and “protected” environment,
constituted a useful trial-run for how the products might be
received when they are eventually disseminated, and produced
a more detached and impartial appraisal than that of the
authors. “Validation” at mid-term in the design process has
enormous constructive and value-adding potential for a product.
A factor that we think could be critical in the validation process
has to do with the fact that, because of their complexity,
some products are more difficult to validate in the Thematic
Network (unless validation is carried out very superficially)
because they require time for in-depth analysis, and time may
not be easy for projects to find, especially at this final stage.
In our view, the most positive aspects of the validation process
are the sharing/exchange that it enables between projects
working on the same theme, and the opportunity it provides
us, by focusing our attention on a limited number of experiences,
to adopt more easily the results of other projects’ work.

B.
:: Project “Melhor Restauração”
David Gago (**)
The Best Catering Project’s Development Partnership (DP)
decided to submit one product and two successful practices
for EQUAL product validation. They were: a Continuing Training
Model for the Catering Sector (practice), the Best Catering
Club (practice), and Pedagogical Kits for Catering Training

(product). At first, it was unclear whether it would be better
to submit just one integrated and all-embracing product/
practice for validation, or three separate products/practices.
While the first solution might seem more logical because of
the inter-linkage and interdependence of the project’s practices
and products, we decided to go for the second option, in the
belief that, separately, they could work as independent solutions
for different problems.
Our partnership’s involvement in the products/practices
validation process proved to be an excellent opportunity for
reflection on the work carried out, insofar as it meant
recapitulating on all the project activities embarked on. The
self-assessment and hetero-assessments, which made it
possible to gauge and circumscribe the products’/practices’
positive and negative aspects, were invaluable diagnosis
exercises, and extremely useful for the dissemination process.
They were important for detecting and defining weaknesses,
establishing there was a need for adjustments and for
shortcomings to be addressed, and for priority-setting for the
way the dissemination would be handled.
The feedback and multiplicity of advice/opinions generated
around the validation debate was enriching as it increased
transparency and objectivity in the appraisal of the products’
intrinsic and extrinsic value and their functionalities.
The dissemination targets had previously been identified by us,
but with input from the discussion, a wider and more
comprehensive vision of the dissemination possibilities, format
and modalities was reached.
Although not exactly a negative aspect, we would just like to
refer to the fact that we, as development partnership product
authors, we were slightly more exacting/demanding in our
scoring during the self-assessment exercise, than the outside
experts and peers were in their scoring. We think this could
be due to the degree of subjectivity almost invariably inherent
to an evaluation process. One reason for the differences in
scoring, which were, as it happens, fairly insignificant, could
be to do with our better understanding and familiarity with the
project’s potentialities and limitations. We were, after all,
closely involved on a daily basis with the project’s activities for
over two years.
The limited time available in the Thematic Network for a thorough
demonstration of product characteristics can hinder third
parties’ understanding of the products. However, the validation
model adopted goes a long way in overcoming this problem by
enabling the cross fertilisation of views that enriches evaluation.
In short, we believe that, by enabling input from different
stakeholders, the validation process is a vital element for
ensuring the high standard and external credibility of products
and practices.

C.
:: Project “Ch@tmould”
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:: Human Resources Management Methodologies Kit for
the mould industry and the narrative of a Training Course
for Operators, and
:: The Narratives of two practices: Team Work – giving
impetus to work teams in a mould industry SME, and
the Observatory – Monitoring, Energizing and Followup, in the form of an extended network of project
participant enterprises.
Although the selection of the products undergoing validation
was based on the EQUAL Product criteria, their appraisal by
individuals who had not been involved in the design “clarified
the client’s perspective” and produced very constructive input
in terms of improvements to their dissemination capacity.
There may be aspects that, for the designers, who have been
involved in the development process, seem clearly right, but
which, when considered by an “outsider”, are found to have
shortcomings.
Did the validation process give rise to reflection?
Certainly. Elements that seemed obviously right for the
designers could be found to be weaknesses for the
dissemination process.
The products’ strong points identified by the partnership were
endorsed by the specialists, while the failings found gave rise
to reflection on weaknesses not hitherto identified and to the
subsequent planning of improvements that would facilitate
dissemination and appropriation by different end users.
Did it help with the definition or improvement of the product?
The comments and suggestions raised during the validation
process were extremely valuable for the stage that was to follow.
It is important that products for dissemination should incorporate
such added values. This is, precisely, one of the recognised
advantages of networking – participants´ different skills being
used to enhance the quality of the final product.
Did it help to identify the “targets” of dissemination?
As “Ch@tmould” is a sector-specific (mould industry) project,
the dissemination targets are, naturally, industrial SMEs in which
these products and practices are not yet commonly used working
tools. However, with some fine-tuning, the products could easily
be transferred and adapted to other types of users.
Did it help to clarify the dissemination process?
The validation sessions also served to increase the potential
dissemination targets. In any case, the general public will have
access to the mass dissemination model through the project’s
website: www.chatmould.net.
Were there any negative aspects?
No, there were no negative aspects. I would just like to say
that the experience gained by the Thematic Networks through
the validation processes enables the generation of synergies
and development of assertiveness in the sessions. In the first
validation process, there was some uncertainty about the
interpretation of the content, but this was not problematic. In
fact, the airing of doubts was actually found to enrich the process,
serve to clear up any grey areas, and improve interaction among
participants.

Cecília Vicente (***)
What added value was introduced by the process of validating
your DP’s products in the Thematic Network?
In July 2004, the following “Ch@tmould” Project products
underwent validation processes:

(*) Coordinator of project ” Convidas”
(**) Technical-Pedagogical Coordinator of Project “Melhor Restauração”
(***) Coordinator of Project “Ch@tmould”

8::
8::
PRODUCT DIRECTORY
The Management Office has set up a directory – the EQUAL
Product Directory – accessible to the public, containing details
of all products, developed by EQUAL projects, which are ready
for dissemination to wider contexts.
What is the Product Directory?
The Product Directory is a database of products – either
Technical-Pedagogical Resources (TPRs) or Successful Practices
(SPs) – that are the outcomes of EQUAL projects. The
Directory consists of a collection of TPR and SP profiles.
Finding your way around the Directory has been made very
easy, as there are multiple entry options, i.e. a choice of
search criteria that will enable the user to access a particular
product or family of products (e.g. by thematic area, product
typology, type of format, users, final beneficiaries, project,
etc.).
What kind of information is provided about each product?
A set of standard data is provided on each product, and the
information given depends on whether the product is a TPR
or a SP. The data contained in the Directory is taken from
the TPR and SP data sheets (see annexes below, originally
provided with the “Technical and Pedagogical Resources &
Successful Practices” Guide, Saber Fazer series nº 2, 2003),
which projects submit to the Management Office, with their
operational details (Monthly Expenses Statement or Final
Balance), through the European Social Fund’s Integrated
Information System, information that is complemented with
the identification of whom validated each product. The products
in the Directory are, therefore, described by the
authors/designers themselves.
The Directory also gives information on how the products
themselves may be accessed, and how to get in touch with
either the authors of the technical resources or the “builders”
of the practices.

Are all projects’ products included in the Directory?
No. Only products that have been validated (by peers and/or
outside specialists) are included in the Directory, which offers,
therefore, a selected universe of products.

All products validated in the sphere of the EQUAL
Thematic Networks are included in the Directory.
Products validated outside Thematic Networks are
only included in the Directory after approval by the
EQUAL Management Office.
Products that have not undergone validation or whose
validation methodology does not ensure compliance
with EQUAL requirements (e.g. application of level 1
criteria, plural analysis of products) will not be included
in the Directory.

The purpose of the Directory is not just to present a collection
of all EQUAL project products, but rather to offer the public
information on products that constitute tested and validated
“good practice” and added value, and which are ready for
use/incorporation by agents and institutions that require
them for upgrading their interventions with innovative tools.
How can the Directory be accessed?
The Directory is accessible to the public via EQUAL’s website
(www.equal.pt) and the European Social Fund Integrated
Information System’s site (http://siifse.igfse.pt), by selecting
“Directórios” and then “Produtos EQUAL”.
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Summary/main contents:
Methodology for application and/or
pedagogical exploitation:
Requirements/technical
specifications:
Accessibility requirements:
Other observations:

:: ANNEXES

:: Annex II
SUCCESSFUL PRACTICE DATA SHEET
Project Identification
Head of Partnership:
Project number:

:: Annex I

Project name:

TECHNICAL & PEDAGOGICAL RESOURCE (TPR)
DATA SHEET

Intervention area:
Region:

Please use a different grid for each product, and answer the questions below using the respective blank spaces.
Practice Identification

Project Identification
What is the practice called?

Head of Partnership:

Objectives and purpose of the practice

Project number:
Project name:

End beneficiaries and users – target group

Intervention area:

Partners involved in the practice

Region:

Constructing the Practice
TPR identification
Product name:

Description of the practice – what problem
does it seek to address? What solution was
implemented?

Technician responsible for the TPR/author (information optional)

Which skills were required for constructing
the practice? What were the contributions
and complementarities of the different
partners?

Characterisation of the TPR

How can the beneficiaries and end users of
the practice be involved?

Name:

Activity:
Thematic area of the TPR:
Region:
Training area:
Technical characterisation of the TPR:
Format typology:
End beneficiaries:
Users of the TPR:
Objectives of the TPR:

Implementation methodologies and tools to
be used
What were the difficulties and obstacles
encountered? How were they overcome?
Which critical factors played an important
role in the emergence and quality of the
practice?
What contribution did transnationality make
to the construction of the practice?
Who authenticated/validated the practice?
How was this done?
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Results and value expected to be gained from the Practice (value added, with emphasis on the increase in value
implicit in EQUAL requirements, namely partnership, innovation, empowerment, equal opportunities, transnationality,
dissemination and self-sustainability of the partnership and intervention)
What is the practice’s value added for beneficiaries
and clients (productivity, competitiveness of the
organisations, skills development, vocational,
social integration, etc.)?
Will the practice contribute to skills
development among the players, agents and
organisations involved in its construction?
To which skills, and how will it happen?
What will the impact of the practice be
in terms of equal opportunities?
What is the importance of the practice in
terms of consolidating partnership?
Has the practice shown it has value added that
will ensure its self-sustainability and viability?

Transfer, Incorporation and Dissemination of the Practice
Strategy for transferring the practice’s
critical factors: How will dissemination and
transfer be carried out in terms of the target
groups, regions, sectors and countries?
Which are the strategies and activities for
involving beneficiaries, decision-makers and
key players in the practice’s transfer and
incorporation processes?
Which are the methodologies and tools to
be used in the transfer and incorporation of
the practice?
What are the profiles of the practice’s
“multipliers” and disseminators?
Who are the “constructors” of the
practice? Contact details?

